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Bringing 
the family 
together



ABOUT US

Twiddlers started as a twinkle in the eye of our  
founders, a shared little spark, that grew into something 
big. They wanted to create something fun and magical 
that got families sitting around the table together or made 
children’s eyes light up with joy when they opened their 
presents. Twiddlers began as a dream, and now it  
makes dreams come true.

HELLO!
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ARTS  
& CRAFTS





Decorate it, then wear it! Live your 
dinosaur dream with our roarsome 
wearable puzzle.

20 pages of fun drawings to colour in  
themed to ‘Space & Aliens’, ‘Wizards, Witches 
& Dragons’, ‘Kings, Queens & Castles’, 
‘Baking’, ‘The Beach’ and ‘Pirates’.

Paint your very own beautiful unicorns, paints 
and brushes included! The pack features 4 
different styles of unicorns to decorate. 

20 pages of fun drawings to colour in 
themed to ‘Birds’, ‘Creepy Crawlies’, 
‘Dinosaurs’, ‘Under The Sea’, ‘Wild  
Animals’ and ‘Farm Animals’.

3D Cardboard Dinosaur A0700

24 Magical Themed Mini Colouring  
Books PT173

Unicorn Paint Set PT172

24 Animal Themed Mini Colouring  
Books PT174

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years



Paint your own dinosaurs and then play 
with them! Our kit includes 5 dinosaurs 
and 5 paint sets, 5 palm trees and 10 
paint brushes.

With 50 colours of clay, plus tools, create 
earrings, keyrings and more for hours of 
family fun.

Create all kinds of cool and colourful 
keepsakes with our resin kit that includes 
8 moulds, 2 measuring cups and 10 
wooden stirrers. 

Sculpt and mould all sorts of creatures in 
a bunch of bright colours with 40 tubs of 
clay plus accessories.

25 Piece Dinosaur Painting Kit A0659

88 Piece Clay Modelling Starter Kit PT123

20 Piece Epoxy Resin Mould Kit A0658

125 Piece Clay Set PT169

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Time to put on the mask and the cape! Open up one of these 
‘Superhero Colouring Books’, grab your crayons, and let’s save the 
world!

Each colouring book contains 16 adorable illustrations, ready to 
ignite the imaginations of aspiring young artists. Our set includes 12 
books in a variety of cover designs, 12 sticker sheets and 48 crayons.

12 Superhero Colouring Books PT180

24 Fantasy Activity Books PT176

3+
years



Find all sorts of cool animals waiting for you inside these books, packed full of 
‘Dinosaurs’, ‘Wild Animals’ and critters that live ‘Under the Sea’.

This 24 pack of children’s colouring books is perfect for large birthdays, 
classrooms, and party bag fillers for boys and girls.

24 Wildlife & Dinosaurs Activity Books PT175 

3+
years

Bring your imagination to life with a mix of activity books full of ‘Rainbows & 
Unicorns’, ‘Witches, Wizards, & Dragons’, and sights within the ‘Magic Woodland’.

Perfect for large birthdays, classrooms, and party bag fillers for boys and girls.

24 Fantasy Activity Books PT176

3+
years
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Colour your world with this set of 120 
colouring pencils! Featuring 10 sets of 12, 
these colouring pencils have got your art 
masterpieces covered. 

Make your artwork shine with these 24 sets 
of 12 Colouring Pencils! With vibrant hues, 
you can express your creativity in bold and 
brilliant ways. 

Take your artistry to the next level with this 
pack of 60 sets of 6 colouring pencils! Enjoy 
hours of fun and creativity as you design 
and colour to your heart’s content.

30 sets of 6 colouring pencils! Get creative 
with vivid colours for all your drawings, 
doodles and masterpieces.

10 Sets Of 12 17.5cm Colouring Pencils PT187 24 Sets Of 12 17.5cm Colouring Pencils PT188

60 Sets Of 6 8.7cm Colouring Pencils PT18630 Sets Of 6 8.7cm Colouring Pencils PT185

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Make your own magical slime creations 
with glitter, beads, balls, and more!

Design a mug, then bake and keep it 
forever. Ideal for handmade gifts for all 
the family.

A blank canvas, colour or design a kite 
however you like, and watch it float up in 
the sky. The set includes coloured pens 
and a carry case. 

100 Piece Design Your Own Slime Kit A0656

4 DIY Mugs with 7 Coloured Ceramic 
Pens A0679

3 Colour Your Own Kites A0670

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years



A fun activity for all the  
family to do together.  
Make your own creations  
and personalise clothes, 
shoes, bed linen, and more!

204 Piece Tie Dye Kit A0699

3+
years
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Perfect 
for travel

NEW!



Our ultimate activity pack is packed with endless entertainment, featuring 
a colouring book, activity book, and sticker book! Additionally, it includes a 
rainbow scratch pad and a box of 36 vibrant crayons, all neatly organised in a 
handy travel case with a convenient handle, perfect for on-the-go fun during 
plane rides, car trips, beach vacations, or rainy days at home. 

Acititvy Pack A0711

Pack includes:
• 40 Page A4 colouring book

• 40 Page A5 activity book

• 40 Page A5 rainbow scratch pad with 
bamboo scratch pens

• A4 Sticker book with 300 stickers 
including a holographic page

• Pack of 36 crayons 

3+
years
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toys  
& games



Bring the magic of the carnival to your 
home with a classic game of ‘Tin Can 
Toss’. Includes 10 decorated cans and  
3 beanbags. 

Universal fit wooden train tracks that 
make playtime come to life. Build your 
own railway with a large assortment of 
track pieces. 

Brain bending cube puzzle games to test 
your mental agility. Great for party bags 
or classrooms.

13 Piece Tin Can Toss Game A0526 64 Piece Train Track Set A0692

28 Mini Brain Games PT171
Ahoy matey! Let your imagination run 
wild with our pirate ship set - sure 
to assist you in procuring the hidden 
treasure!

12 Piece Pirate Ship Set PT165

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Everyone loves a surprise, right?  
Our lucky dip toys even come in handy 
prize boxes. Ask your guests to dive in 
and pick a pressie!

100 Piece Lucky Dip Box PT148 (shown top) 100 Piece Lucky Dip Box PT080 (shown bottom)

GREA T  FO R  PA R T Y  BAGS

3+
years



Experience the joy of Crayon Bubbles! 
Each crayon holds magical bubble 
solution, the perfect addition to party 
packs and so much more!

Perfectly sized for small hands and party 
bags, and hours of fun.

These crazy magic pencils are so bendy, 
you can tie them in knots!

A fun pack of mini dinosaurs in different 
designs and colours. Includes t-rex, 
triceratops, pterodactyl, and more!

24 Crayon Bubbles PT189 48 Bottles of Bubbles PT012

70 Flexy Pencils PT00870 Small Dinosaurs PT023

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Our insects come in a great variety 
to choose from - spiders, bats, 
frogs, ants, scorpions and so many 
more. Our butterflies are an added 
attraction to the set, an absolute bug 
lovers dream!

50 Fake Insects PT110

Experience the excitement of the past with this pack of 8 dinosaur-themed bouncy balls. With 
various dino designs, these balls bring both fun and education to playtime, making them perfect 
for young explorers and aspiring paleontologists alike.

8 Dinosaur Balls PT184

3+
years

3+
years



p a r t y  b ag 
e s s ent i a l s



hour s  o f  f un



3+
years

Large selection for all genders with the choice of popular party bag fillers toys, this premium 
set is guaranteed to bring much excitement to any party bag or classroom. 

Included: crayons, duck quackers, mini paddle drums, maze puzzles, touch bubbles, glow 
glasses, flying gliders, bouncing balls, neon bouncy balls, mini slinkys, colouring & sticker 
activity books and smiley stretchy men.

120 Premium party bag fillers PT011

3+
years

Our bulk prize pack can be used at 
a variety of events & occasions, such 
as: party favours, pinatas, Halloween, 
Xmas stocking fillers, birthday parties & 
classroom prizes 

120 Pack Assorted Toys PT074
Each set comes with 12 invisible ink pens & 12 
small notepads. The hidden messages you 
write can be revealed using the UV lights on 
the cap of the pen. The pad and pens are 
securely stored in its own top secret pouch. 
  

12 Invisible ink pen & pad sets PT183

3+
years
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64 sturdy pine blocks for some tower 
building fun! Some of our blocks are 
numbered so you can even make up your 
own rules! Great fun for all the family!

Giant Tumble Tower A0704

3+
years

Play a multitude of fun games with this 
3-in-1 ‘Carnival Game Set’. Perfect for 
outdoor kids’ activities and birthday parties!

26 Piece Carnival Game Set A0527

3+
years



3+
years

Have fun in the sun with our range 
of giant outdoor games. These 
bright and colourful games are 
bound to be a hit with both adults 
and children. Perfect as a family 
game or as party entertainment. 

g i ant  g a rden  games
Giant Snakes And Ladders A0688



sensory  
toys

Our 6-pack of colour changing putty is a hit 
with fidgets everywhere! In each pack there 
are 4 UV reactive and 2 heat reactive putties, 
we’ve even included some UV lights so you 
can watch the magic yourself!

6 Pack of Colour Change Putty A0703

3+
years



Little ones love these fun noisy sensory 
toys; our pack includes 6 colours.

A putty with a brilliant difference, it can 
be rolled up into a ball and bounced!

Get creative with colourful fabrics. 
Perfect for dance routines, magic shows, 
juggling, and more.

40 Egg Shakers PT143

24 Bouncy Putty Pots PT057

32 Square Dance Scarves PT144

18
months +

3+
years

0-5
years
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A variety of fun, stress-busting fidget 
toys including stretchy men, putty, flippy 
chains, and more.

Fun, colourful jumbo dice, perfect for 
educational games.

Have tonnes of fun with these squishy 
emoji balls, great as party bag favours, 
stress relievers, and fidget toys.

Our fun hourglass sand timers show 
1, 3, 5 , 10, 15, and 30 minutes. Perfect 
for a variety of uses, from cooking to 
children’s bedtime routines.

11 Assorted Fidget Toys A0651

48 Giant Foam Dice PT166

24 Emoji Stress Balls PT066

6 Hourglass Sand Timers PT091

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years



Our rainbow musical bell set is bound 
to keep the little ones making music! 
We’ve put together an easy-to-follow 
musical book that can teach you 
several well known nursery rhymes, 
and it’s even been translated into 5 
different languages!

8 Rainbow Musical Bell Set A0705

3+
years
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The set includes 3 different designs, two 
dual-coloured hourglasses in red and 
blue, and pink and yellow, and one single-
coloured green with a purple spinner.

Innovative Anti-Gravity Effect: Unlike 
traditional hourglasses, these ones 
are designed to make the sand move 
upwards, creating a visually stimulating 
and unique experience.

The set includes 3 different designs, two 
dual-coloured hourglasses in red and 
blue, and pink and yellow, and one single-
coloured green with a purple spinner.

3 Liquid Spiral Motion Timers A0710

3 Liquid Anti Gravity Motion Timers A0708 3 Liquid Anti Gravity Motion Timers A0709

Calming, multi-purpose and undeniably 
retro, these sensory toys are fascinating 
for all.

5 Liquid Hourglass Toys A0568

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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FOR THE  
GROWN UPS  

A reinvented, boozier 
version of the classic 
board game ‘Snakes 
and Ladders’.

Funnels & Ladders 
Drinking Game A0640



If you’re looking for a hilarious game to whip out 
as an ice breaker at parties, then this is for you! 
It’s wipeable and virtually indestructible. 

Why do shots from boring glasses when 
you can do jello shots from syringes?! 
Always a great addition to a party when 
you want to liven things up a bit, this 
large pack of syringes can be cleaned 
and reused. 

Tumble Tower Drinking Game A0664

50 Jelly Shot Syringes A0654

BOOZY GIFTS 
& GAMES

This comical alien suit never fails to make 
everyone laugh! Easy to Set Up - Quick 
and easy to inflate and use. Also deflates in 
seconds and folds away to take up minimum 
storage space

Carry Me Alien Inflatable Adult HW061

18+
years
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Create rustic tablescapes with a touch of 
the woodland.

Fill with dried flowers or tiny keepsakes 
to dress your tables.

50 Rustic Wooden Card Holders A0546

60 Mini Glass Bottles with Cork Lids A0644

Ideal for wedding favours, try sweeties or gin 
and top it off with a personalised tag.

20 Small Glass Bottles with Tags A0647

WEDDING DECOR

3+
years



Great for displaying menus, photos  
or table numbers as part of your  
table centrepiece.

20 Mini Easels A0633
Elegant and sophisticated, these 
250gsm cards are blank for you 
to add your personal touches.

200 Wedding Name Cards A0551



christmas





Nutcrackers are making a comeback, add 
a touch of traditional festivity to your decor. 
Style them on your mantelpiece, around 
the tree, or on the dining table. They make 
great gifts too. 

This larger than life nutcracker soldier 
makes an impressive Christmas 
decoration for those who love to go all 
out during the festive season! 

120cm Giant Wooden Nutcracker CM190

NUTCRACKERS

3+
years



2 Wooden 30cm Nutcrackers CM139

6 Wooden 13cm DIY 
Nutcrackers CM191

2 Wooden 26cm Nutcrackers CM188
In traditional colours, this pair are a 
nostalgic nod to the season.

Decorate your own then hang 
them on the tree or give them 
as gifts. Our set includes 6 
hanging nutcrackers, 6 paints, 
1 paintbrush and 6 beards and 
6 moustaches to attach.

Feeling contemporary? Pair these 
nutcrackers with your winter wonderland 
theme for the ultimate style hit.

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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2 Wooden 30cm Nutcrackers CM177 50cm Silver Nutcracker Soldier CM189

2 Wooden Nutcrackers Paint Set CM192

These Nutcracker Ornaments make 
whimsical Christmas decorations for 
your tree or mantelpiece.

This Large Silver Nutcracker Soldier makes 
a charming Christmas ornament that can 
be displayed anywhere in the home.

Bring the family together with this 
lovely Christmas craft activity. You can 
treasure both the memories and the 
ornaments for years to come.

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years



This larger than life nutcracker makes a 
charming traditional Christmas ornament 
that everybody will love.

Large 52cm Nutcracker Decoration CM178

50cm Silver Nutcracker Soldier CM189

3+
years
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The elves have velcro hands and bendy 
legs, allowing you to adjust their poses 
and even make them appear to be 
holding on to objects!

A puzzle depicting a cosy Christmas scene 
— two sleeping children have nodded off 
waiting for Santa to arrive, who has snuck 
in to enjoy his tea and cakes with the 
company of the family pets.

Our massive selection of lucky dip toys 
make perfect party favours and Christmas 
stocking fillers. Full of fun little fidget toys 
and gadgets, they’re sure to provide hours 
of entertainment to little ones!

Cute decorations and ideal stocking 
fillers, place these idyllic snow globes 
on the mantelpiece or dining table for 
a festive touch.

3 Cute Elf Toys CM033

1000 Piece Jigsaw CM198

100 Piece Lucky Dip Box CM124

4 Mini Snow Globes CM103

3+
years

8+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Get into the festive spirit with this 
battery-operated Christmas train set. 
It’s great fun for all ages and a brilliant 
Xmas activity to do as a family! Batteries 
not included.

Get into the festive spirit with this 
battery-operated Christmas train set. 
It’s great fun for all ages and a brilliant 
Xmas activity to do as a family! Batteries 
not included.

15 Piece Train Set CM200 31 Piece Train Set CM199

All the Christmas fun, and they’re 
reusable! Spice up your party table 
settings with these colourful hats.

This nifty make your own snow globe 
kit is the perfect creative activity for the 
children! Super easy to assemble with 
included instructions and pens, kids can 
bring their 3D creations to life.

15 Felt Party Hats CM140 Colour-In Snow Globes CM209

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years



Our 24-pack of Christmas Activity Books 
are perfect for any Christmas Party! 
With 4 different covers and 20 unique 
activities, this’ll get the kids’ brains 
working and their creativity flowing!

Christmas Activity Pack CM212

3+
years



FOR THE  
GROWN UPS  



10 50ml Booze Balls CM183

8 250ml Booze Balls CM185

Christmas Novelty Mug CM154
Get into the festive spirit (literally) with 
these fun boozy fill your own baubles. 
Guaranteed to go down a treat, these 
make great grown-up decorations or fun 
Christmas gifts for anyone who enjoys a 
tipple.

8 large clear fill your own 
booze ball tree decorations 
with sticker labels, the perfect 
for any adult who loves a 
tipple. 

This novelty mug strikes the right 
balance of cheeky, cheesy, and cute 
with its funny phrase and grumpy cat 
design, it’s sure to be a hit. It makes a 
perfect Secret Santa gift!

18+
years

18+
years

18+
years
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HALLOWEEN



3 Giant Furry Spiders HW018

Pumpkin Piñata HW028

26 Piece Bag of Bones HW044

Spider Piñata HW067

These cute but scary spiders have bendy 
legs so can be posed in a number of 
ways, even clinging to objects! 

Nothing beats the fun of bashing a piñata 
and watching the treats fall out! These spooky 
piñatas are perfect for Halloween parties.

Wicked party or table decor, these bones 
are always a hit with guests, and they 
can be used outside too.

If your theme is cute instead of traditional, 
why not try our Spider Piñata. Fill with your 
choice of treats and get bashing! 

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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Our 9ft inflatable ghost would make 
the perfect addition to your Halloween 
ensemble! With LED lights and a self-inflating 
fan, this spooky friend will be sure to have 
your neighbours talking, and the trick-or-
treaters coming back for more!

Giant Inflatable Ghost HW075

3+
years



Like magic, these flickering candles, 
although made from real wax, are 
flameless! They can be used for much 
longer than a regular candle, causing 
less mess, and are much more child-
friendly.

These spooktacular Spring Toys are the 
perfect prize for Halloween games or 
fun alternatives to sweeties.

Pop it on the floor, wear it on your head! 
A fun game for all the family to get into 
the spooky spirit.

14 Piece Spider Ring Toss HW063

36 Spring Toys HW002

3 Flameless Wax Candles HW064

3+
years

3+
years

3+
years
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FAQs

wanna chat?

What age groups are your products suitable for?

All our age suitability recommendations can be found on 
our product listings and packaging. Our products span 
quite a broad range of ages, so please check the individual 
item recommendations before purchasing.

How do I know which products are safe for young children?

All of our products are submitted to rigorous safety checks 
and testing but please take all necessary precautions and 
always double-check the label on your product. If you're 
unsure, please contact our customer service team.

How do I place an order?

Simply get in touch with our helpful sales team and they’ll 
guide you along the way.

Matt Herzog
Sales Manager

m.herzog@redfits.co.uk
020 3667 3434

Customer service team
support@redfits.co.uk





thetwiddlers.com


